
OUTDOOR TABLE THROWS 
This heavy-duty throw can handle wind and spills, making it a perfect 

choice for outdoor events. The 400 denier polyester material repels liquid so 
you can simply blot spills with a towel to clean them up quickly and easily.

SAIL SIGNS 
Sail signs are designed to move in the wind, making them truly hard to miss. 

Your artwork will be vibrantly dye sublimated on super poly knit fabric.  
Multiple sizes and shapes available.

FUN IN THE SUN
WITH ADVERTISING & EVENT BRANDING

10' TENTS & 10' FULL TENT WALLS 
Tents elevate your message above the crowd with crisp, taut canopies 
that are visible from a distance. Your artwork can be dye sublimated 
or imprinted on the canopy in bold, vibrant colors. Tent walls let you 
customize your tent even further.

HORIZONTAL A-FRAMES 
This aluminum A-frame is made for being outdoors while being 
lightweight and portable. Use for directional signage, field 
numbers or for team designations. Available in two sizes.

Visit showdowndisplays.com for more information.
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FABRIC FLAGS 
Celebrate in style with brilliantly dye-sublimated full-color 

flags. These flags are made of durable super poly knit fabric, 
and they’re available single- or double-sided.

OUTDOOR EVENT COOLER 
This cooler keeps beverages cool while offering plenty of space for high-visibility 

advertisements or promotions. It holds up to 40 lbs. of ice and 48 standard 12 oz. 
beverage cans. Your artwork can be displayed across most of the visible surface 

area on the side of the unit, giving your message the ample space it deserves.

BAG TOSS 
No outdoor event is complete without games. The Bag Toss game packs a 

whole lot of fun into a fantastic package. Two game boards clasp together into 
a single unit that can be easily transported. Built in scorekeepers slide up and 

down the edges of the board. Eight bean bags included.

ADDITIONAL BRANDING OPTIONS FOR
SUMMER CELEBRATIONS

BOULEVARD BANNERS 
Boulevard banners get the whole town talking about your event.  
Vinyl and fabric options available. 3" pole pockets on the top and  
bottom. Brackets sold separately. Custom sizes available (call for 
quote; restrictions may apply).

MINI SAIL SIGNS 
Smaller sail signs can be used in myriad creative ways. They have 
several base options that attach easily to vehicles via magnet 
(not recommended for vehicles in motion), window clip or suction 
cup. The standard clip-on base lets you display them pretty much 
anywhere else you can think of.

SIGNICADE DELUXE A-FRAMES 
The Signicade Deluxe is perfect for outdoor use. Its durable plastic frame 
stands up to the rain without rust or maintenance. When it's not in use, 
simply fold it flat; it takes up very little space in storage. Signboards slide 
in and out with ease, and a chalkboard insert is also available.

Visit showdowndisplays.com for more information.
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Prices are subject to change; visit showdowndisplays.com for the most current pricing. Valid 2022.
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